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ABSTRACT

Winter sea ice dramatically cools the Arctic climate during the coldest months of the year and may have

remote effects on global climate as well. Accurate forecasting of winter sea ice has significant social and

economic benefits. Such forecasting requires the identification and understanding of all of the feedbacks that

can affect sea ice.

A convective cloud feedback has recently been proposed in the context of explaining equable climates, for

example, the climate of the Eocene, which might be important for determining future winter sea ice. In this

feedback, CO2-initiated warming leads to sea ice reduction, which allows increased heat and moisture fluxes

from the ocean surface, which in turn destabilizes the atmosphere and leads to atmospheric convection. This

atmospheric convection produces optically thick convective clouds and increases high-altitude moisture

levels, both of which trap outgoing longwave radiation and therefore result in further warming and sea ice loss.

Here it is shown that this convective cloud feedback is active at high CO2 during polar night in the coupled

ocean–sea ice–land–atmosphere global climate models used for the 1% yr21 CO2 increase to the quadrupling

(1120 ppm) scenario of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report.

At quadrupled CO2, model forecasts of maximum seasonal (March) sea ice volume are found to be correlated

with polar winter cloud radiative forcing, which the convective cloud feedback increases. In contrast, sea ice

volume is entirely uncorrelated with model global climate sensitivity. It is then shown that the convective

cloud feedback plays an essential role in the elimination of March sea ice at quadrupled CO2 in NCAR’s

Community Climate System Model (CCSM), one of the IPCC models that loses sea ice year-round at this CO2

concentration. A new method is developed to disable the convective cloud feedback in the Community

Atmosphere Model (CAM), the atmospheric component of CCSM, and to show that March sea ice cannot be

eliminated in CCSM at CO2 5 1120 ppm without the aide of the convective cloud feedback.

1. Introduction

Sea ice plays a crucial role in Arctic climate, particu-

larly during winter, when it insulates the atmosphere

from the relatively warm ocean. This allows the atmo-

sphere to drop to extremely low temperatures during

polar night, which can affect lower latitudes when cold

fronts of Arctic air penetrate southward. Significant loss

of sea ice would put immediate strain on Arctic biota

(Smetacek and Nicol 2005), could accelerate the melting

of the Greenland ice sheet (Lemke et al. 2007), and

could affect global climate by causing changes in atmo-

spheric and oceanic circulation (Serreze et al. 2007;

McBean et al. 2005). Furthermore, because ice-free con-

ditions in the Arctic would allow increased shipping and

exploitation of natural resources, an accurate assessment
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of the probability of such conditions is extremely im-

portant for the economic futures of the nations sur-

rounding the Arctic.

The state-of-the-art coupled ocean–sea ice–land–

atmosphere global climate models (GCMs) that partic-

ipated in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) show

a vast divergence in winter sea ice forecasts at a CO2 of

1120 ppm. In fact, the spread in forecasts among the

models is so large that two of them [the National Center

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Cli-

mate System Model, version 3.0 (CCSM3.0) and Max

Planck Institute (MPI) ECHAM5] lose nearly all winter

sea ice (Winton 2006), and some others yield very little

change in winter sea ice at all. Given that the IPCC

models are generally taken to represent the highest

embodiment of our understanding of the climate system,

the fact that they produce such a high spread in their

forecast of an important climate variable is both inter-

esting and disturbing.

Although a CO2 concentration of 1120 ppm is high, it

is not beyond the realm of possibility. In fact, known

fossil fuel reserves ensure that with just a little ‘‘drill,

baby, drill’’ spirit, humanity can increase the CO2 con-

centration to 2000 ppm over the next 100–200 yr (Archer

and Brovkin 2008). Additionally, there is reason to be-

lieve that the two models that lose sea ice year-round at

CO2 5 1120 ppm are at least as reliable as the other

models. For example, CCSM has a sophisticated sea ice

model (Briegleb et al. 2004) that produces one of the

better simulations of current sea ice loss in the Arctic

among IPCC models (Stroeve et al. 2007). Therefore, we

should consider it possible that the Arctic will be sea ice–

free throughout the year within the next few hundred

years.

Given the climatic and economic importance of win-

ter sea ice and the uncertainty of forecasts made using

our best forecasting tools, it is important to try to un-

derstand the feedbacks that might play a role in creating

this uncertainty. Various positive feedback mechanisms

have been identified that could enhance changes in sea

ice as the polar climate warms. For example, increases in

solar absorption as sea ice recedes could lead to surface

heating and further reductions in sea ice (ice–albedo

feedback; see Budyko 1969; Sellers 1969). Similarly,

increases in ocean heat transport (OHT) can be a major

contributor to sea ice loss (e.g., Holland et al. 2006;

Winton 2006), and sea ice loss may increase ocean heat

transport (Bitz et al. 2006; Holland et al. 2006), which

closes a feedback loop. Changes in clouds could also

represent an important feedback, because clouds make a

significant contribution to atmospheric optical depth in

the Arctic (Intrieri et al. 2002a,b), which is important for

predicting sea ice extent (Francis et al. 2005). Changes in

Arctic clouds may be particularly important during

winter (Vavrus et al. 2008), when they may play a critical

role in polar amplification (Holland and Bitz 2003).

A winter convective cloud feedback that may strongly

affect Arctic winter sea ice at increased atmospheric

CO2 concentrations has recently been proposed and

investigated in the context of explaining equable cli-

mates, for example, the climate of the Eocene (Abbot

and Tziperman 2008a,b, 2009; Abbot et al. 2009). This

feedback is initiated by CO2-induced warming, which

leads to some sea ice loss. This allows increased heat and

moisture fluxes from the ocean surface, which, in turn,

leads to atmospheric convection, and to the develop-

ment of optically thick tropospheric convective clouds

and increased high-altitude moisture. These clouds and

moisture trap outgoing longwave radiation and there-

fore result in further warming and sea ice loss in the

Arctic. A related suggestion of such a feedback was also

briefly made by Sloan et al. (1999) and Huber and Sloan

(1999). Additionally, a number of authors have discussed

the potential for a nonconvective polar stratospheric

cloud feedback (Sloan et al. 1992; Sloan and Pollard

1998; Peters and Sloan 2000; Kirk-Davidoff et al. 2002;

Kirk-Davidoff and Lamarque 2008).

The convective cloud feedback should occur prefer-

entially during winter for two reasons. First, during polar

night the atmosphere cools much quicker than the ocean,

because the ocean has a much higher heat capacity than

the atmosphere. This causes heat and moisture fluxes

from the ocean to the lower atmosphere, significantly

destabilizing the atmosphere. Second, during summer

low-level clouds block low-level atmospheric absorption

of solar radiation so that atmospheric absorption of solar

radiation occurs preferentially in the midtroposphere

and stabilizes the lower atmosphere to convection.

Because the incoming solar radiation is either small or

absent at high latitudes during winter, when the feed-

back should be most active, the cloud albedo is irrele-

vant and any clouds the mechanism produces lead

to warming. Our hypothesis is that at increased CO2

levels the convective cloud feedback will produce a

positive forcing on the high-latitude energy balance that

can help the Arctic to remain ice free throughout polar

night. By increasing sea surface temperatures during

winter, the feedback should also help to reduce the

formation of sea ice, so that the sea ice concentration

will be lower in late winter, when sea ice reaches its

seasonal maximum.

The focus of this paper is to determine whether this

convective cloud feedback plays an important role in the

reduction or elimination of Arctic sea ice during winter

at high CO2 levels in climate models. We restrict the
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scope of this work to the investigation of models because

the atmospheric CO2 concentration required to cause

large reductions in winter sea ice is far beyond the

current CO2 level.

In section 2 we investigate archived output from the

GCMs that participated in the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report scenario

prescribing a 1% yr21 CO2 increase until the CO2 is

4 times higher (1120 ppm) than its preindustrial value

(280 ppm), which we will refer to as IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2.

A comparison of these models motivates the sugges-

tion that the convective cloud feedback might play an

important role in reducing late-winter sea ice in the

models that lose it. In section 3 we perform a sensitivity

analysis comparing the importance of the ocean heat

transport feedback to that of the convective cloud feed-

back in eliminating maximum seasonal (late winter) sea

ice in NCAR’s coupled CCSM model. We do this using

the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM), the atmo-

spheric component of CCSM, coupled to a mixed layer

ocean and thermodynamic sea ice model. In section 4 we

discuss the implications and caveats of this work, and in

section 5 we review our central conclusions. We describe

in detail our method of disabling the ocean heat transport

and convective cloud feedbacks in CAM in the appendix.

2. The convective cloud feedback in the IPCC
coupled GCM archive

In this section we show that the convective cloud

feedback is active during winter in the state-of-the-art

coupled ocean–sea ice–land–atmosphere GCMs of the

IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario that lose some or all of the

winter sea ice. We then suggest that the feedback may be

important for determining the late-winter sea ice pre-

dictions of these models. We will focus in particular on

the region over the ocean and north of 808N, which we

will refer to as the ‘‘polar’’ region. This choice of region

accentuates change in winter sea ice because it is cov-

ered in sea ice in all models at the beginning of the ex-

periment, when the CO2 concentration is 280 ppm.

We obtained the IPCC model output from the World

Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP’s) Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) mul-

timodel dataset. Each modeling center does not neces-

sarily supply all model output that the CMIP3 archive

requests for each emission scenario. In cases in which

there was missing output, we requested it directly from

the appropriate modeling center. We omit the models

for which we were not able to acquire missing output

from any plot for which that output is necessary.

There is a marked difference between the winter Arctic

climate of models that lose winter sea ice and those

that retain it. Figure 1 demonstrates this by showing the

change in Arctic winter climate over the experiment for

a model that lost nearly all winter sea ice (NCAR

CCSM3.0) and a model that showed relatively little

change in winter sea ice [Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

Laboratory Climate Model version 2.0 (GFDL CM2.0)].

Associated with the Arctic-wide loss of winter sea ice in

the NCAR model (Fig. 1a) is a warming of the surface air

temperature by up to 258–308C (Fig. 1b). This change in

temperature is forced in part by a strong increase in cloud

radiative forcing (CRF; the difference between the net

radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere in all-sky and

clear-sky conditions) over the Arctic (Fig. 1c), which

extends throughout regions of the Arctic where there is a

large change in sea ice. There is a major increase in the

convective precipitation rate throughout the Arctic in

the NCAR model (Fig. 1d), implying that the increase

in CRF is associated with the onset of convection and

convective clouds (convective precipitation is the best

available indicator of convection archived in the CMIP3

dataset).

In contrast, the GFDL model shows very little change

in winter sea ice over the polar region (Fig. 1e) and has

only roughly half the surface air temperature warming

(Fig. 1f) as that of the NCAR model (Fig. 1b). There is no

change in CRF (Fig. 1g) and no change in convective

precipitation (Fig. 1h) in the polar region in this model;

however, there is a large change in winter sea ice between

Scandinavia and Svalbard (708–808N latitude). Associated

with this local change in sea ice is a change in surface air

temperature that is much larger than that in surrounding

areas (Fig. 1f), a strong increase in CRF (Fig. 1g), and a

large change in convective precipitation (Fig. 1h). Even

though there are not increases in CRF associated with

convective clouds over the pole in the GFDL model, local

increases in CRF in the GFDL model in the regions where

the GFDL model loses winter sea ice are as large as

Arctic-wide increases in CRF in the NCAR model.

Winter convection should cause a rearrangement in

the vertical profile of winter clouds in regions that have

lost winter sea ice. We see just such a rearrangement in

the polar region of the NCAR model over the course of

the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario run, where the cloud

fraction increases significantly during the winter in the

altitude range from roughly 600 to 900 mb, but it de-

creases below 900 mb (Fig. 2a). Given the increase in

convective precipitation (Fig. 1d) and the single-column

model results of Abbot and Tziperman (2008b), we in-

terpret this change in the cloud’s vertical structure as

being caused by low-level convection. We will show con-

clusively that this is the case in CAM, the atmospheric

component of CCSM, in section 3. During summer,

changes in cloud fraction in the NCAR model are not
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consistent with the low-level decrease and higher-level

increase that would indicate increased convection. The

situation is quite different in the GFDL model, in which

there is no convection during winter and the winter polar

cloud fraction decreases (Fig. 2b). Interestingly, the

change in cloud profile in the GFDL model during the

month of October does suggest the onset of convection

over the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario run. Additionally,

there are large increases in convective precipitation and

cloud radiative forcing in the GFDL model during this

month (not shown). The GFDL model loses sea ice

throughout the Arctic by the end of the run during the

month of September, but has regained much of the sea

ice coverage by November (not shown). In the transition

month of October the convective signal that is present in

the NCAR model is present in the GFDL model, but sea

ice quickly reforms in the GFDL model and the con-

vection ceases.

In Fig. 3a we plot the November–February cloud ra-

diative forcing at CO2 5 1120 ppm in all the IPCC

models from the CMIP3 archive as a function of the

November–February sea ice volume in the polar region

(see Fig. 4 for model symbol legend). Based on the line

of best fit, the average winter CRF is about 14 W m22

higher in the models that completely lose winter polar

sea ice at quadrupled CO2 than in the models with

the largest amount of sea ice remaining. As a point

of comparison, a doubling of CO2 leads to a global

mean radiative forcing of only 3.7 W m22 (Forster et al.

2007). Additionally, the MPI model loses an average of

39 W m22 from the surface between November and

February and the NCAR model loses 54 W m22, so that

this additional CRF is a significant term in the high-

latitude winter heat balance. This implies that the de-

gree of activity of the convective cloud feedback, which

can provide a strong radiative warming throughout the

winter, could be important for determining the late-

winter sea ice in these models. Indeed, there does appear

to be some relation between the activity of the convec-

tive cloud feedback during winter and the decrease

in March polar sea ice volume in the IPCC models

(Fig. 3b). The relation between changes in winter cloud

radiative forcing and March sea ice, however, may

indicate nothing more than the fact that models that lose

more winter sea ice are likely to lose more March sea ice.

In any case, we view the relation between changes in

winter cloud radiative forcing and changes in March

sea ice in the IPCC models as a reasonable basis for a

working hypothesis that the convective cloud feedback

could be important for predicting late-winter sea ice at

FIG. 1. Change in winter (November–February) Arctic climate over the course of the IPCCAR4 4 3 CO2 experiment. The models are

(a)–(d) NCAR CCSM3.0, which loses most Arctic winter sea ice and (e)–(h) GFDL CM2.0, which loses minimal winter Arctic winter sea

ice. For each variable, the difference between the mean over the last 10 yr and the mean over the first 10 yr is plotted. (a),(e) 2DSIC, the

negative of the change in sea ice concentration (100% means a complete loss of sea ice); (b),(f) DTAS, the change in surface air tem-

perature; (c),(g) DCRF, the change in cloud radiative forcing; and (d),(h) DPRC, the change in convective precipitation rate.
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high greenhouse gas levels, and we will investigate this

hypothesis in more detail in section 3.

3. Importance of the convective cloud feedback
for March sea ice reduction in CCSM

NCAR’s coupled ocean–atmosphere model (CCSM)

is one of the models from the IPCC archive analyzed in

section 2 that lost most of its winter sea ice over the

course of the AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario. In this section

we use NCAR’s CAM, the atmospheric component of

CCSM, to determine more firmly whether the convec-

tive cloud feedback plays an important role in the loss

of winter sea ice at CO2 5 1120 ppm in this model. We

run CAM at T42 resolution coupled to a mixed layer

with a constant depth of 50 m and specified ocean heat

transport. We focus on comparing the convective cloud

feedback with the ocean heat transport feedback, that is,

the increase of ocean heat transport into the Arctic as-

sociated with increasing CO2 that may be caused by the

reduction in sea ice itself. Changes in ocean heat trans-

port have previously been identified as an important

component of high-CO2 sea ice loss in CCSM (e.g.,

Holland et al. 2006; Winton 2006). We find that both

feedbacks must be active for year-round elimination sea

ice to occur in the Arctic at a CO2 concentration of

1120 ppm in this model. As we will discuss in section 4,

there are many other feedbacks that may be important

for determining sea ice that we do not consider here.

To measure the comparative strengths of the ocean

heat transport feedback and convective cloud feedback,

FIG. 2. Change in the seasonal cycle of polar cloud fraction for

the (a) NCAR CCSM3.0 and (b) GFDL CM2.0 models over the

course of the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario run. The change in polar

cloud fraction is defined as the difference between the mean cloud

fraction over the last 10 yr and the mean over the first 10 yr and is

plotted as a function of month and elevation. Convection-induced

changes are evident during the winter in the NCAR model.

FIG. 3. Evidence that changes in cloud radiative forcing are as-

sociated with changes in sea ice in the Arctic during winter in the

IPCC coupled GCMs at quadrupled CO2 (1120 ppm). (a) Winter

(November–February) polar (sea north of 808N) CRF as a function

of winter polar sea ice volume (r2 5 0.57, p 5 0.004). (b) March sea

ice volume as a function of winter cloud radiative forcing (r2 5 0.52,

p 5 0.008). Plotted results are obtained by averaging the output

from the models over the last 10 yr of runs from the IPCC AR4 4 3

CO2 scenario. See Fig. 4 for model symbol legend.
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we run CAM at a CO2 concentration of 1120 ppm in the

following four configurations: 1) with both feedbacks

turned off (LO OHT, LO CRF), 2) with only the con-

vective cloud feedback on (LO OHT, HI CRF), 3) with

only the ocean heat transport feedback on (HI OHT,

LO CRF), and 4) with both feedbacks on (HI OHT, HI

CRF). We turn a feedback off in CAM by forcing the

appropriate variable to its preindustrial (CO2 5 280 ppm)

value from the CCSM IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 run, and

we turn a feedback on by forcing the appropriate vari-

able to its CO2 5 1120 ppm value from the CCSM IPCC

AR4 4 3 CO2 run. See the appendix for details of this

methodology.

Figure 5 shows the change in heating caused by turning

the convective cloud feedback and ocean heat transport

feedback on. The difference in radiative forcing caused

by the onset of the convective cloud feedback (Fig. 5a) is

broad, positive, and nearly zonally symmetric through-

out the Arctic. The change in ocean heat transport con-

vergence during the winter caused by the onset of the

ocean heat transport feedback (Fig. 5b) shows much

smaller-scale structure, is generally of a smaller magni-

tude, and is negative in some places. A major change in

ocean heat transport occurs, with the ocean heat transport

convergence decreasing significantly in the North Atlan-

tic and increasing in the deep Arctic. This reflects the fact

that some of the heat deposited in the North Atlantic in

the LO OHT case is instead deposited in the deep Arctic

in the HI OHT case, as would be expected if an OHT

feedback on sea ice loss were operating in the model.

From Fig. 5, the changes in cloud radiative forcing

appear to be much stronger than the changes in ocean

heat transport. For example, the feedback parameter for

polar winter cloud radiative forcing, the change in polar

winter cloud radiative forcing per degree of global mean

temperature change, is 4.4 W m22 K21, while the feed-

back parameter for polar winter ocean heat transport is

1.2 W m22 K21. Heat delivered to the bottom of sea ice,

however, may be more effective at preventing winter sea

ice growth than heat delivered to the top. This is because

ice growth occurs at the ice bottom, so that changes in heat

flux at the ice bottom have a direct effect on ice growth,

whereas changes in heat flux at the ice surface must diffuse

through the ice to affect ice growth (Eisenman et al. 2009).

To establish that the increase in cloud radiative forc-

ing in CAM is due to the convective cloud feedback,

rather than changes in clouds forced by changes in large-

scale circulation, we show the seasonal cycle of the moist

convective mass flux in the model configurations used in

the LO CRF and HI CRF runs (Fig. 6). There is a clear

increase in atmospheric convection during winter in the

HI CRF case (Fig. 6b), which mirrors the increase in

cloud fraction over the course of the CCSM run from

section 2 (Fig. 2a).

FIG. 4. Symbols used to denote the IPCC models in Fig. 3.
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When we run CAM with the CO2 increased to 1120

ppm and both feedbacks turned off (LO OHT, LO

CRF), the Arctic ocean is largely covered with sea ice

during March (Fig. 7a) that has a thickness of between

0.8 and 1.6 m in most regions (Fig. 7e) for a total

Northern Hemisphere sea ice volume of 14 3 1012 m3.

When the convective cloud feedback alone is turned on

(LO OHT, HI CRF), there is a slight reduction in the

March sea ice extent (Fig. 7b), and the sea ice thickness

is generally less than 1.2 m (Fig. 7f), so that the total

Northern Hemisphere sea ice volume is 8.0 3 1012 m3.

When we turn only the ocean heat transport feedback on

(HI OHT, LO CRF), a somewhat larger reduction in

March sea ice (Figs. 7c,g, total sea ice volume of 3.9 3

1012 m3) results than when the convective cloud feed-

back alone is active; however, the important result is

that both feedbacks are necessary (HI OHT, HI CRF)

for a near-complete removal of March sea ice (Figs.

7d,h, total sea ice volume of 0.51 3 1012 m3).

4. Discussion

The March polar sea ice volume forecasts by the

model runs of the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario (section

2) are entirely uncorrelated with the models’ equilib-

rium 2 3 CO2 climate sensitivity (equilibrium change in

global mean surface temperature when CO2 is doubled,

see Fig. 8a), their transient 2 3 CO2 climate sensitivity

(change in global mean surface temperature at the time

of CO2 doubling in a 1% yr21 CO2 increase experiment,

see Fig. 8b), and semiequilibrium 4 3 CO2 climate

sensitivity (the change in global mean surface air tem-

perature over the course of the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2

experiment, which allows ;160 yr of equilibration after

the CO2 reaches 1120 ppm; see Fig. 8c).

These important results indicate that the conventional

measures of sensitivity to global climate change are not

useful for predicting the critical climate phenomenon of

March Arctic sea ice loss: ‘‘more sensitive’’ models are

no more likely to lose March Arctic sea ice than ‘‘less

sensitive’’ models. This may be in part because global

sensitivity measures cannot predict which model will be

most affected by the convective cloud feedback and other

Arctic-specific feedbacks, which may lead to ‘‘tipping

point behavior’’ (Winton 2006; Eisenman and Wettlaufer

2009; Winton 2008; Stern et al. 2008). Previous work has

also shown that Arctic sea ice simulation and prediction

are uncertain because of additional cloud-related com-

plications (Eisenman et al. 2007; Eisenman 2007).

Only two models show a complete collapse of winter

sea ice in the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario (section 2):

the MPI model (after roughly one CO2 doubling) and

the NCAR model [during the equilibration time after

FIG. 5. Comparison of the strengths of the convective cloud

feedback and OHT feedback during winter. (a) Cloud radiative

forcing averaged between November and February in the HI CRF

case minus the LO CRF case (change in CRF between the two

cases). (b) Ocean heat transport convergence averaged between

November and February in the HI OHT case minus the LO OHT

case (change in OHT convergence between the two cases). See text

for details.
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the second CO2 doubling (Winton 2006)]; however, the

convective cloud feedback is still relevant for the other

models and possibly for future climate. The change in

winter polar cloud radiative forcing in all participating

models increases roughly linearly with the decrease in

winter sea ice volume (Fig. 3a). This suggests that the

convective cloud feedback is present, but not fully ac-

tive, even in models that do not completely lose winter

sea ice. This, in turn, suggests that all of the models

would show a more dramatic increase in winter cloud

radiative forcing, similar to that in the NCAR and MPI

models, if the CO2 were further increased or the in-

tegration were continued until the models were fully

equilibrated.

The activation of the convective cloud feedback in a

coupled GCM is the result of a combination of many

different, complex, and uncertain parameterizations and

parameters, including those in the sea ice, radiation,

convection, and cloud schemes. It is therefore not pos-

sible to identify a single reason indicating that two

models (NCAR and MPI) show this feedback fully ac-

tive and completely lose sea ice at quadrupled CO2,

whereas the feedback is only partially active or not ac-

tive at all in other models. Because it seems likely that

the feedback would activate in all of the IPCC models if

the CO2 were further increased, the disagreement be-

tween these state-of-the-art models appears to reflect

uncertainty in the threshold CO2 at which the feedback

activates (see also Abbot and Tziperman 2009).

Observational evidence suggests that during fall sea

ice loss is associated with increased cloud height and

deepening of the boundary layer (Schweiger et al. 2008),

which could be due to increased convection. We are

currently investigating the convective cloud feedback

using the observational record to determine, for exam-

ple, whether anomalies in sea ice during winter are re-

lated to anomalies in clouds, convection, and cloud

radiative forcing. Comparing these quantitative results

to model output should allow us to determine which

models reproduce the convective cloud feedback best.

This may help us understand the large spread in winter

sea ice forecasts in the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 experiment

(section 2) and potentially might allow insight into

which model results are most realistic.

Both the convective cloud and ocean heat transport

feedbacks must be active in order to eliminate March

sea ice at CO2 5 1120 ppm in CCSM (section 3). Be-

cause the HI CRF forcing field is generated using output

derived from CCSM once sea ice has been completely

eliminated, the HI CRF forcing field implicitly depends

on the ocean heat transport feedback, which was also

necessary to eliminate sea ice. Similarly, the HI OHT

forcing field depends on the convective cloud feedback,

which helped to eliminate sea ice in the CCSM run and

change the ocean heat transport. Therefore, in some

sense, our methodology of section 3 does not fully sep-

arate the two feedbacks in the LO OHT, HI CRF case

and the HI OHT, LO CRF cases. That said, our main

conclusion from section 3—that the elimination of March

sea ice in CCSM at CO2 5 1120 ppm requires both

feedbacks—remains valid.

Although many feedbacks may be important for de-

termining winter sea ice, in section 3 we only compared

the strength of the convective cloud feedback with that

FIG. 6. Seasonal cycle in moist convective mass flux (month vs

vertical level) averaged over the polar region in CAM when it is run

with a 50-m mixed layer and interactive clouds in the following

configurations: (a) a CO2 concentration of 280 ppm and ‘‘LO

OHT’’ (which reproduces the climate in CCSM at the start of the

IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 run) and (b) a CO2 concentration of 1120 ppm

and ‘‘HI OHT’’ (which reproduces the climate in CCSM at the end

of the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 run). See the appendix for details.

Strong winter convection over the Arctic in the CO2 5 1120 ppm,

HI OHT run is evident.
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of the ocean heat transport feedback in CAM. A feed-

back we did not consider, because we fixed the mixed

layer depth to 50 m globally, is the mixed layer depth

feedback, which may have an important effect on winter

sea ice (Ridley et al. 2007). This feedback describes the

deepening of the ocean mixed layer during winter, when

sea ice is removed, which allows the ocean to stay warm

longer during winter and makes sea ice less likely to

form. The fact that March sea ice was eliminated in

CAM in the HI OHT, HI CRF case even with this

feedback disabled indicates that the mixed layer depth

feedback is not as important in this model as the con-

vective cloud and ocean heat transport feedbacks, both

of which are necessary for the elimination of March sea

ice in CAM.

We also did not explicitly consider the ice–albedo

feedback, which might be important for determining

intermodel spread in March sea ice forecasts (Eisenman

and Wettlaufer 2009). Because we did not disable the

sea ice–albedo feedback in our CAM runs (section 3),

this feedback may play some role in causing the differ-

ences between the March sea ice predictions in our four

model configurations. For example, there is more sum-

mer sea ice in the LO OHT, HI CRF case than in the HI

OHT, LO CRF case, which means less solar radiation is

absorbed in the LO OHT, HI CRF case than in the HI

OHT, LO CRF case. Consequently, some of the re-

duction in March sea ice in the run with the ocean heat

transport feedback alone relative to the run with the

convective cloud feedbacks alone may be due to sum-

mer sea ice reflecting more solar radiation in the latter

run. The convective cloud feedback must be, in some

sense, ‘‘weaker’’ than the ocean heat transport feed-

back, but the sea ice–albedo feedback exaggerates this

difference in strength to create a larger difference in

March sea ice than would exist if the albedo were fixed

to be the same in both sensitivity configurations. In any

case, the central conclusion of section 3—that both the

ocean heat transport feedback and the convective cloud

feedback are necessary for the nearly complete removal

of March sea ice in CCSM when the CO2 is increased to

1120 ppm—remains valid.

Finally, there has been substantial debate about whether

increases in atmospheric latent heat transport resulting

from increased temperature can overcome decreases in

eddy activity and lead to increases in atmospheric heat

transport as the climate warms (Pierrehumbert 2002;

Caballero and Langen 2005; Solomon 2006; Graversen

et al. 2008). Although an increase in atmospheric heat

transport resulting from latent heat transport would not

necessarily be caused directly by sea ice loss, so it would

not necessarily represent a positive feedback, such a

change could affect sea ice concentration. This means

that some of the intermodel spread in sea ice forecast

FIG. 7. March (a)–(d) sea ice concentration (SIC) and (e)–(h) sea ice thickness in CAM when it is run with a 50-m mixed layer depth at a

CO2 concentration of 1120 ppm and (a),(e) the OHT and convective cloud (CC) feedbacks both off (LO OHT, LO CRF), (b),(f) the OHT

feedback off and the CC feedback on (LO OHT, HI CRF), (c),(g) the OHT feedback on and the CC feedback off (HI OHT, LO CRF),

and (d),(h) both feedbacks on (HI OHT, HI CRF). Both feedbacks must be active for the complete removal of March sea ice. See text for

details.
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could be due to differences in the simulation of atmo-

spheric heat transport simulation.

The convective cloud feedback should lead to in-

creases in high-altitude moisture that would produce

additional effects on radiative transfer above those

caused by the onset of optically thick convective clouds.

In the sensitivity analysis of section 3, we only included

changes in cloud radiative forcing in our specification of

the convective cloud feedback, so we ignored any effects

on radiative transfer that convection-induced changes in

moisture might have. This could lead to an underesti-

mation of the effects of the convective cloud feedback;

however, we have performed experiments with NCAR’s

single-column atmosphere model (SCAM) that suggest

that neglecting changes in moisture reduces the radia-

tive strength of the convective cloud feedback by only

about 10%–20%.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we investigated the effect of a convective

cloud feedback on winter sea ice at high CO2 concen-

trations. In this feedback, CO2-initiated warming leads

to sea ice reduction, which allows increased heat and

moisture fluxes from the ocean surface. This destabilizes

the atmosphere and leads to atmospheric convection.

The atmospheric convection produces optically thick

convective clouds and increases high-altitude moisture

levels, both of which trap outgoing longwave radiation

and therefore result in further warming and sea ice loss.

We summarize our main findings and conclusions as

follows.

d The convective cloud feedback (Abbot and Tziperman

2008a,b, 2009) is active during the winter (November–

February) at a CO2 concentration of 1120 ppm in the

IPCC coupled global climate models that lose most

Arctic winter sea ice.
d At CO2 5 1120 ppm, IPCC model forecasts of maxi-

mum seasonal (March) sea ice volume are correlated

with polar winter cloud radiative forcing, which the

convective cloud feedback increases, whereas they are

entirely uncorrelated with model global climate sen-

sitivity.
d Both the convective cloud feedback and the ocean

heat transport feedback (e.g., Bitz et al. 2006; Holland

et al. 2006; Winton 2006) are necessary to eliminate

the March sea ice at CO2 5 1120 ppm in NCAR’s

CCSM, one of two coupled IPCC models that lost

nearly all March sea ice. If either feedback is disabled,

March sea ice remains.
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APPENDIX

Method of Turning Feedbacks On and Off

Below we describe in detail the way in which we force

the ocean heat transport and cloud radiative forcing to

specified values in NCAR’s Community Atmosphere

Model (CAM) for the sensitivity analysis performed in

section 3. We run CAM in slab ocean mode with a fixed

ocean mixed layer depth of 50 m everywhere. In each

case we run CAM until it reaches a statistically equili-

brated seasonal cycle (30–50 yr) and then average all

quantities over 10 subsequent years of output.

a. Ocean heat transport feedback

Ocean heat transport convergence, sometimes called

‘‘qflux,’’ must be specified to CAM at each grid point for

each month. We calculate the qflux that we specify to

CAM based on output from the NCAR CCSM run from

the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario. CCSM is a fully

coupled model that dynamically calculates ocean heat

transport. We do this using the code ‘‘defineqflux.c,’’

which is distributed with CAM. This code calculates the

qflux from the surface heat balance

r
w

C
p
DD(SST) 5 SW� LW� LH� SH

�QFLUX 1 r
i
L

i
Dh

i
,

where rw is the density of water, Cp is the heat capacity

of water, D is the mixed layer depth, D(SST) is the

change in sea surface temperature over the month, SW is

the net downward shortwave radiation flux at the sur-

face, LW is the net upward longwave radiation at the

surface, LH is the latent heat flux, SH is the sensible heat

flux, ri is the density of ice, Li is the heat of fusion of ice,

and Dhi is the change in average ice thickness in the grid

box. Because the output of the CCSM run provides ev-

ery variable in the above equation except QFLUX, we

can use this output to calculate QFLUX.

We turn the ocean heat transport feedback off by set-

ting the ocean heat transport convergence to its average

value, for each month, from the first 10 yr of the NCAR

CCSM run for the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario (which

we call the ‘‘LO OHT’’ case). We turn the ocean heat

transport feedback on by setting the ocean heat transport

convergence to its average value, for each month, from

the last 10 yr of the NCAR CCSM run for the IPCC AR4

4 3 CO2 scenario (which we call the ‘‘HI OHT’’ case).

b. Convective cloud feedback

To turn the convective cloud feedback on and off

we use the following algorithm. At every interface be-

tween atmospheric levels, including the surface and the

top of the atmosphere, CAM calculates the following

radiative fluxes: full-sky upward flux [F[
f (k 1 1/2)],

full-sky downward flux [FY
f (k 1 1/2)], clear-sky upward

flux [F[
c (k 1 1/2)], and clear-sky downward flux [FY

c

(k 1 1/2)]. CAM calculates the clear-sky fluxes by set-

ting all of the cloud variables to zero and calling the

radiation code a second time at each time step. Here we

use the index k 1 1/2 to denote a value at a level inter-

face. We calculate the following quantities from the

monthly output of a standard interactive CRF run:

DF[
0 k 1

1

2

� �
5 F[

f 0 k 1
1

2

� �
� F[

c0 k 1
1

2

� �
,

DFY
0 k 1

1

2

� �
5 FY

f 0 k 1
1

2

� �
� FY

c0 k 1
1

2

� �
,

where we use the subscript 0 to signify quantities from

the standard run. We then perform forced-CRF CAM

runs in which we calculate the full-sky fluxes in the fol-

lowing way:

F[
f k 1

1

2

� �
5 F[

c k 1
1

2

� �
1 DF[

0 k 1
1

2

� �
,

FY
f k 1

1

2

� �
5 FY

c k 1
1

2

� �
1 DFY

0 k 1
1

2

� �
.

That is, we allow CAM to calculate the clear-sky radiative

fluxes [F[
c (k 1 1/2) and FY

c (k 1 1/2)] at each time step,

but force the full-sky fluxes [F[
f (k 1 1/2) and FY

f (k 1 1/2)]

at each time step to be the sum of the clear-sky fluxes

at each time step and the monthly mean flux differences

that we saved from the standard run [DF[
0 (k 1 1/2) and

DFY
0 (k 1 1/2)]. In this way we apply the radiative effects

of clouds at every level throughout the atmosphere,

rather than just at the surface or top of the atmosphere.

We turn the convective cloud feedback off by using

DF[
0 (k 1 1/2) and DFY

0 (k 1 1/2) values derived from

the first 10 yr of the NCAR CCSM run for the IPCC
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AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario (which we call the ‘‘LO CRF’’

case). We turn the convective cloud feedback on by using

DF[
0 (k 1 1/2) and DFY

0 (k 1 1/2) values derived from the

last 10 yr of the NCAR CCSM run for the IPCC AR4 4 3

CO2 scenario (which we call the ‘‘HI CRF’’ case).

Because we wish to isolate the effects of the convec-

tive cloud feedback, we only apply this forcing north of

608N, which eliminates the remote effects that changes

in low-latitude cloud radiative forcing can have on high-

latitude climate (see Vavrus 2004). We also only apply

the cloud radiative forcing between November and

February, when the convective cloud feedback is most

active (see section 3 and Fig. 6b). During this period, the

region north of 608N is in polar night, or nearly so,

throughout November–February, which leads to zero

or exceedingly small shortwave cloud radiative forcing.

This allows us to apply the above method only to the

longwave radiation, and not to the shortwave radiation.

By directly fixing the cloud radiative forcing, rather

than the clouds themselves, we isolate the cloud radia-

tive forcing effect in which we are interested. We also

eliminate issues related to the nonlinearity of the cloud–

radiation interaction, which would necessitate saving

and applying cloud fields at the radiation time step

(Langen and Caballero 2007). A disadvantage of our

method is that changes in surface temperature can

change radiative fluxes and CRF even if the optical

thickness of the atmosphere remains constant.

The code we used to fix the longwave cloud radiative

forcing in CAM is available online (see http://swell.eps.

harvard.edu/;abbot/cam_mods.tgz).

c. Consistency tests

We find that the climate CAM produces when run at a

CO2 concentration of 280 ppm with ocean heat transport

and cloud radiative forcing prescribed to their LO OHT

and LO CRF values using the methods described above

is very similar to the climate of the first 10 yr of the

NCAR CCSM run for the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2 scenario.

We also find that the climate CAM produces when

run at a CO2 concentration of 1120 ppm with ocean

heat transport and cloud radiative forcing prescribed

to their HI OHT and HI CRF values using the methods

described above is very similar to the climate of the

last 10 yr of the NCAR CCSM run for the IPCC AR4

4 3 CO2 scenario. There is almost no sea ice in the

Arctic at any point during the year when CAM is run

with CO2 5 1120 ppm, HI OHT, and HI CRF, which

reproduces the most important feature (for this paper)

of the NCAR CCSM run for the IPCC AR4 4 3 CO2

scenario. We therefore conclude that the method we

use to specify the ocean heat transport and cloud radi-

ative forcing in CAM is internally consistent and the

mixed layer approximation we use to model the ocean is

acceptable for our purposes.
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